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Comparing Fuzzy, Probabilistic and Possibilistic
Partitions Using the Earth Mover’s Distance
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Abstract—A number of noteworthy techniques have been
put forth recently in different research fields for comparing
clusterings. Herein, we introduce a new method for comparing
soft (fuzzy, probabilistic and possibilistic) partitions based on the
earth mover’s distance (EMD) and the ordered weighted average
(OWA). The proposed method is a metric, depending on the
ground distance, for all but possibilistic partitions. It is extremely
flexible due to its EMD formulation, OWA aggregation and
abstract concept of ground distance. In theory, our method is
agnostic to the type (uncertainty) of soft partition, clustering
algorithm, distance measure used in the clustering algorithm(s)
and it is applicable to the clustering of both object and relational
data. Validation is performed theoretically, experimentally and
also in terms of computational complexity. Emphasis is placed on
the set of possibilistic partitions, specifically noise and co-incident
clusters, important cases that have received little-to-no attention
to date in the comparing clusterings literature. Improvements
are reported in terms of metric properties and computational
complexity over existing extended concordance / discordance
(e.g., soft Rand and Jaccard) approaches and improved design
and robustness in comparison to existing transportation problem
based approaches.
Index Terms—earth movers distance, comparing partitions,
cluster validity, ordered weighted average, possibilistic clustering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ET O = {o1 , ..., on } denote n objects (e.g., image
pixels). When each object in O is represented by a
(column) vector x in <p , the set X = {x1 , ..., xn } ⊂ <p
is called an object-data representation of O (i.e., feature
vectors, pattern vectors, etc.). The kth component of the ith
feature vector (xki ) is the kth feature measurement or attribute
(e.g., pixel intensity, fractal dimension, etc.) of the ith object.
Alternatively, when each pair of objects in O is represented
by a relationship between them, we have relational data. Let
R = [rij ] be the matrix of relational values on O × O, rij
being the relation between oi and oj . The most common case
of relational data is dissimilarity data, say D = [dij ], where
dij is the pair-wise dissimilarity (usually a distance) d(oi , oj ).
D can also be a matrix of similarities or a relation specified by
a person observing a process involving pairs of objects (e.g.,
the Netflix database, where rij might correspond to the rating
of movie i by reviewer j).
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Clustering of unlabeled data is the assignment of labels to
the objects in O. In general, there are four class label types:
crisp, fuzzy, probabilistic, and possibilistic [1]. Let integer c
be the number of classes, with 1 < c < n, and define three
sets of label vectors in <c as follows:
Npc = {p ∈ <c : pi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i, pi > 0
Nf c = {p ∈ Npc :

c
X

∃i},

pi = 1},

(1)
(2)

i=1

Nhc = {p ∈ Nf c : pi ∈ {0, 1}

∀i},

(3)

Nhc ⊂ Nf c ⊂ Npc .

(4)

Specifically, Npc is the set of possibilisitc label vectors, Nf c is
the set of fuzzy or probabilistic label vectors, and Nhc is the set
of hard (or crisp) label vectors. Example clustering algorithms
that produce label vectors in these sets include: the possibilistic
c-means (PCM) algorithm [2, 3] (e.g., Npc ), the fuzzy c-means
(FCM) algorithm [4] (e.g., Nf c ), the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm for Gaussian-mixture decomposition [5] (e.g.,
Nf c ), and the hard c-means (HCM) algorithm [5] (e.g., Nhc ).
With respect to relational data, a number of clustering procedures exist, e.g., relational FCM (RFCM) [6], non-euclidean
relational fuzzy clustering (NERF) [7], etc. This list is not
meant to be comprehensive. A number of other clustering
approaches exist, e.g., normalized graph cut, kernel clustering,
etc [8][9].
The label vectors in Equations 1, 2 and 3 are used as the
columns of three types of c-partitions of O, which are sets of
(cn) values {uik } that can be arrayed as (c × n) matrices, say
U = [uik ]. Let Ûk denote the kth column of U (which is a
label vector in <c ). Three important sets are
Mpcn = {U ∈ <cn : Ûk ∈ Npc

∀k,

0<

n
X

uik

k=1

∀i},

Mf cn = {U ∈ Mpcn : Ûk ∈ Nf c

∀k},

(5)
(6)

Mhcn = {U ∈ Mf cn : Ûk ∈ Nhc

∀k}.

(7)

Equations 5, 6, and 7 define, respectively, the familiar sets of
possibilistic, fuzzy or probabilistic and crisp c-partitions of
O. Since the goal of this article is to compare the results of
different clusterings, let CP = {Ui : 1 ≤ i ≤ N } denote
N different candidate partitions of a fixed dataset O that
may arise as a result of clustering with one algorithm under
different parameter values, initializations, or, more generally,
by different clustering algorithms.
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Clustering is a classical subject in pattern analysis that
has been addressed in a number of ways, i.e., pre-clustering
(cluster tendency [10]), cluster analysis (MANY algorithms
exist [4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]),
and post-clustering (cluster validation [1, 23, 24], ensemble
clustering [25, 26, 27, 28], etc.). The focus of this work is
post-clustering. Related questions in post-clustering include:
once U is found, do we believe it is the best explanation of
substructure in O? Is this U useful? Are there other candidate
partitions to which U is similar? Is there a better clustering
that we did not find? Can clustering robustness and/or stability
be improved by combining the results of multiple clusterings?
etc.
A number of indices have been put forth to evaluate the
performance of a single clustering. Many approaches operate
solely on U , while others utilize U in conjunction with geometric information from X. Typically, these methods evaluate
the intra-cluster variation (variation between objects in the
same cluster, which should be low) relative to inter-cluster
variation (variation between objects in different clusters, which
should be high). Examples of this type include the partition
coefficient, partition entropy, Fukuyama and Sugeno, and
generalized Xie Beni (see [24] for a recent review).
The goal of our work is to design a new flexible index to
compare pairs of soft partitions to assist with the analysis,
selection and/or combination of results from one or more
clusterings. For the reader unfamiliar to comparing clusterings,
comparison measures have a number of uses [1], e.g., comparison of a candidate partition to a reference partition that
purports to represent the true cluster structure in O (which
is really only of use in designing and exploring the utility
of an index as one does not encounter this situation in the
clustering of unlabeled data), measurement of the sensitivity
of a clustering algorithm to perturbations of the data, measurement of sensitivity with respect to missing data, measurement
of the similarity between different soft partitions acquired
by algorithmic means, comparison on clustering results at
consecutive iterations of an algorithm, etc. A final area worth
highlighting is ensemble clustering [25, 26, 27, 28]. Ensemble
clustering, which is similar in concept to supervised boosting
algorithms, is based on the idea that exploratory analysis
of data can be benefited by the combination of multiple
clusterings. A number of ensemble clustering works make use
of a comparing clusterings index to help identify a diverse
set of clusterings to combine (and often a strategy for how to
combine them).
The remainder of this article is organized as such. First,
we review related comparing clusterings works in the fields
of computational intelligence and machine learning. Next, we
provide a brief review of the earth mover’s distance (EMD)
[29]. We then discuss how the EMD can be used to compare
soft partitions in the context of the ordered weighted average
(OWA) [30]. To this end, two different EMD ground distances
are explored, each of which posses different metric benefits
and behaviors. Theoretical comparisons and computational
complexity is then analyzed. Experiments are also provided
and comparisons to prior work are made. Specifically, we place
emphasis on the set of possibilistic partitions, a topic that is

under represented in the comparing clustering literature.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Soft Extensions of the Rand and Jaccard
In [1, 31], Anderson et al. put forth a similarity index that
generalizes many of the classical indices (e.g., Rand, Jaccard,
etc.) used with outputs of crisp clustering algorithms so that
they are applicable for candidate partitions of any type. In that
work, we compared our results and computational complexity
to the work of Campello [32], Frigui [33], Hullermeier and
Rifqi [34] and Brouwer [35]. However, our prior approach is
only a measure, not a metric. It’s advantages include flexibility
and computational complexity. Another related work is Hullermeier et al.’s fuzzy Rand [34, 23] and fuzzy Jaccard [23]. Their
similarity index is a pseudo-metric on Mf cn × Mf rn (where c
is the number of clusters in clustering 1 and r is the number
of clusters in clustering 2) and a full metric on partitions
that have at least one 1 in each row of the partition matrix
(called normal partitions of O), which is a very sparse subset
of Mf cn × Mf rn . Note, it is very unlikely that an algorithm
such as the F CM or P CM will ever produce a membership
of 1 for at least one data point in each cluster. A plausible case
in which this will occur is when a prototype resides exactly on
top of a data point. However, we note that this property would
be guaranteed in medoid clustering (which is a relatively small
focused subfield of clustering). A comprehensive mathematical
review and comparison of these two methods can be found
in [23][1]. Herein, we focus on transportation problem-based
methods, as they are the closest to the proposed effort.
B. Transportation Problem-Based Approaches
In the field of machine learning, Coen et al. recently
introduced a related approach for comparing clusterings in
space [36]. Coen’s goal is to combine partition information
with geometric information from X (e.g., Euclidean distance
between pairs of objects in two clusters). Coen defines the
similarity
dS (A, B; p, q, dΩ ) =

dOT (A, B; p, q, dΩ ) =

dOT (A, B; p, q, dΩ )
,
dN T (A, B; p, q, dΩ )
|A| |B|
X
X

∗
fij
dΩ (ai , bj ),

(8)

(9)

i=1 j=1

dN T (A, B; p, q, dΩ ) =

|A| |B|
X
X

pi qj dΩ (ai , bj ),

(10)

i=1 j=1

where (A, p) and (B, q) are weighted point sets, A =
{a1 , ..., a|A| } is a finite subset of the metric space (Ω, dΩ ),
and p = (p1 , ..., p|A| ) is a vector of non-negative weights that
sum to one (similar definitions hold for B and q respectively).
Specifically, Equation 9 is the optimal transportation distance
between (A, p) and (B, q), where f ∗ is the optimal flow, and
Equation 10 is the naive transportation distance. The intent
of Equation 8 is to measure the degree to which cooperation
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reduces the cost of moving the source A onto the sink B. Coen
defines a distance between two clusterings as follows. The
distance between clusterings C and D (sets of crisp clusters)
of data sets X1 and X2 (which may be the same set) is
0

d(C, D) = dS (C, D; π, p, dOT ),

(11)

where π = (|E|/|X1 | : E ∈ C) and p = (|F |/|X2 | : F ∈ D)
are weight assignments proportional to the number of data
points in the clusters and |·| is crisp set cardinality. Coen
defines the distance between two clusters (note the specific
use of the terms cluster and clustering), E ∈ C and F ∈ D,
as the optimal transportation distance,
0

dOT (E, F ) = dOT (E, F ; p, q, dΩ ),

(12)

where p = (1/|E|) and q = (1/|F |) (a uniform weight assignment scheme for a single cluster). Thus, both the clustering
and cluster distance is formulated as a transportation problem.
Coen’s method requires one to harden each clustering, i.e.,
the (destructive) reduction of a soft to crisp partition. Specifically, for xk and j = arg maxi∈{1,...,c} uik , ujk is assigned
a value of 1 and uik , ∀i 6= j, is set to 0. After hardening,
Coen’s weights are assigned as the percentage of data points
in each cluster. While arguably valid for crisp partitions, the
hardening of a soft partition destroys uncertainty information
that is important to comparing clusterings. For example, in
possibilistic clustering, a noisy dataP
point is expected to have a
c
low (near zero) membership, e.g., i=1 uik ≈ 0.00001. Consider a noisy data point with membership 0.00001 in cluster 1
and 0.00002 in cluster 2. Also, assume a second clustering of
the same data set using the same algorithm but with different
initialization. Now, imagine a scenario in which the terminal
clustering algorithm membership assignment changes slightly,
0.00002 and 0.00001 respectively, in clustering 2. The result
is a change in cluster assignment after hardening. Hence,
this tiny change of 0.00001 is treated the same as if a data
point in the center of a cluster has been moved to another
cluster. Fluctuations occur for both noise as well as boundary
points, e.g., two clusters and the membership degrees 0.505
and 0.495. Note, noise relates to possibilistic clustering while
the topic of boundary points relates to fuzzy, probabilistic and
possibilistic. In addition, we argue that a data point with low
membership, e.g., 0.00001, should not be able to contribute,
so Coen’s cardinality calculation, the same as a data point that
has a high membership, e.g., 1.
Second, Coen’s main idea is to include Euclidean distance
information between pairs of points in different clusters in X.
However, if not done properly, inclusion of geometric information in X results in methods that are not general enough
to address a wide range of clustering settings. For example,
consider the FCM algorithm with Euclidean (prototype) or
GK (prototype and covariance matrix) distance, or even a
spectral or kernel clustering algorithm. Each approach the
topic of proximity in extremely different ways. Computing
the Euclidean distance between data points in X may not be
indicative of the true underlying distance between points, or
ultimately clusters at that. Even if one extends this idea in

definition to be valid for any distance, e.g., distance measured
in the kernel space, the method is now reliant on object data
and cannot address relational data.
A final related work in machine learning is the closest
to the effort proposed here. In [37], Zhou et al. propose a
comparing partitions method based on the Mallows distance.
In concept, Zhou’s approach is very similar in theme to the
initial EMD work of Rubner [29] (the well-known signature
form). They, like us, achieve metric properties for the cases
of crisp, fuzzy and probabilistic partitions. It is also worth
noting that they, like most, only study the cases of crisp and
probablistic (occasionally fuzzy) clustering, not possibilistic.
Zhou’s approach is as follows. Let
s1 = ((Ũ1 , α1 ), ..., (Ũc , αc )),

(13)

s2 = ((Ṽ1 , β1 ), ..., (Ṽr , βr )),

(14)

be two signatures, where Ũi is the ith partition matrix row
(aka cluster profile) in clustering 1 (1 × n) and Ṽj is the j th
partition matrix row (also 1 × n) in clustering 2. Zhou assigns
αi to either uniform (1/c) or the percentage of data points in
a cluster (respectively for the set of βi values and clustering
2). The distance between two signatures is found using the
Mallow’s distance.
A big difference between Coen and Zhou’s work is the
distance calculation between two clusters. Coen takes a transportation problem approach based on the formulation of two
point sets. Zhou uses only the partition matrices and a LP norm (specifically P = 1),

dLP (Ũi , Ṽj ) = (

n
X

p

1

|uik − vjk | ) P .

(15)

k=1

Zhou’s method also discards valuable uncertainty information when hardening the partition matrix and calculating their
signature weights. As a result, they are sensitive in a similar
respect to what we just discussed for Coen. Also, Zhou uses
the L1 -norm as their ground distance. However, the LP -norm
is sensitive in part to the number of data points in a cluster.
Meaning, one obtains larger distances between clusters that
have more numbers of elements. While Zhou did not explicitly
cross out the possibility of using other ground distances, they
did not consider and explore such a path and ultimately its
impact.
III. E ARTH M OVER ’ S D ISTANCE
The EMD has been explored in a number of works in
machine learning and computer vision. The EMD aims to
measure the perceptual equivalence between two potentially
variable size descriptions of distributions. Herein, without loss
of generality, we refer to these descriptors as histograms.
However, the underlying distributions could be probabilistic,
possibilistic, etc. The EMD is based on a solution to the
well-known transportation problem, aka Monge-Kantorovich
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problem. In [29], Rubner introduced the EMD, and the wellknown signature form, in the context of content based image
retrieval (CBIR). In [38], Levina and Bickel proved that the
EMD is the Mallows distance for two probability distributions.
However, as Levina and Bickel observed, the Mallows and
EMD behave differently for the case of two histograms (or
signatures) with different masses. Specifically, the EMD has
the advantage that it allows for partial matching. This feature
is important in the case of CBIR. As we show below, it is also
important with respect to comparing possibilistic partitions.
Let h be a (one dimensional) histogram (distribution) of
length L1 , hi ∈ <+ and 1 ≤ i ≤ L1 , and let g be a second
histogram of length L2 and gi ∈ <+ . The EMD is defined as
the distance between h and g, 0 ≤ EM D(h, g). The goal of
the EMD is to find a flow F = [fij ], where fij is the flow
between hi and gj , that minimizes the overall cost
L2
L1 X
X

W ORK(h, g, F ) =

dij fij ,

(16)

i=1 j=1

subject to the constraints
fij ≥ 0
L2
X

1 ≤ i ≤ L1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ L2 ,

fij ≤ hi

(17)

1 ≤ i ≤ L1 ,

(18)

1 ≤ j ≤ L2 ,

(19)

j=1
L1
X

fij ≤
i=1
L2 X
L1
X

gj

fij

= min

P

L2
i=1

hi ,

PL1

j=1 gj



,

(20)

i=1 j=1

where D = [dij ] is the ground distance matrix. Intuitively,
the EMD can be thought of as follows. Imagine that the two
histograms are piles of sand or earth sitting on the ground.
Then the distance between the two piles can be thought of as
how far the grains of sand have to be moved to make one pile
be transformed into the other. That is, the EMD is the minimal
total ground distance traveled weighted by the amount of sand
moved. Once the transportation problem is solved [29], and the
optimal F ∗ is found, the EMD is calculated as follows
PL1 PL2 ∗
j=1 fij dij
i=1
.
(21)
EM D(h, g) = PL1 PL2
∗
j=1 fij
i=1
The normalization in Equation 21 is the total weight of the
smaller histogram (Constraint 20). This is required when two
histograms have different total weight (avoids favoring the
smaller histogram). While the ground distance can be, in
general, any distance, different selections result in different
properties (e.g., measure or metric properties which we discuss
later in this article).
IV. C OMPARING S OFT PARTITIONS U SING THE EMD
Once again, we stress that our approach is based solely
on partition matrices. That is, additional clustering algorithm
specifics, e.g., prototypes, covariance matrix, kernels, etc.,

and/or the data space, X, is not desired here because ultimately
it results in an overly restrictive index. Namely, inclusion
of additional information, while attractive at first, does not
ultimately lead to flexible cluster comparison methods that
are capable of operating across different clustering algorithms,
distance measures, uncertainty types (crisp, fuzzy, probabilistic
and possibilistic), and object as well as relational data.
Our contribution is the following. Data point xi is associated
with Ûi (c × 1) in clustering 1 and V̂i (r × 1) in clustering
2 (i.e., two label vectors). Think of each label vector as a
histogram and the EMD as the way to compare these two
clustering assignments. We interpret this as how much work
does it take, with respect to a single data point, to transfer one
set of membership assignments in clustering 1 into another set
in clustering 2. As we show below, this way of using the EMD
is more flexible, versus the work of Zhou, as it also allows
us to take into account all of the uncertainty information at
each step in comparing partitions. However, since our EMD
formulation is defined with respect to a single data point, how
does one compare two partitions, U and V ? Even if one selects
the same number of clusters, cluster i in clustering 1 does
not necessarily correspond to cluster i in clustering 2. That
is, one must solve the (extremely difficult) correspondence
problem. However, even if one is able to sufficiently address
the correspondence problem for the case of equal number of
clusters (c1 = c2 ), what is the solution in the case of two
clusterings with different numbers of clusters (c1 6= c2 ) or the
case of co-incident clusters in possibilistic clustering (a manyto-one mapping)? Instead of seeking an outright solution, we
take a soft approach. To this end, we leverage the way in
which the EMD compares histograms of different lengths and
possibly different masses, i.e., two label vectors with different
numbers of clusters, and we specify a ground distance (D) for
soft cluster correspondence. There are MANY possible ways
(measures) to address this task. We introduce two different
approaches herein that ultimately result in different overall
metric properties and behaviors. A ground distance, D = [dij ],
between clusters is defined here as
dij = d(Ũi , Ṽj ),

(22)

Note, d(Ũi , Ṽj ) is not a physical distance in the respect that
it does not take into account the location of the clusters
or data elements in X (for the reasons already discussed).
Instead, it is a distance or measure of overlap, depending on
the ground distance employed, between clusters according to
their membership assignments. Note, Ũi and Ṽj are the same
dimensionality (1 × n), which means a large number of techniques already exist to measure dissimilarity. We investigate
the strengths and weaknesses of two different choices below.
The first ground distance explored is the familiar LP norm, Equation 15. It’s main advantage is that it results in
a comparing partitions metric, with respect to our procedure
defined below, for crisp, fuzzy and probabilistic partitions.
However, as already discussed, the LP -norm is sensitive in
part to the number of elements in each cluster. Also, we note
that the resulting comparing partitions value may be difficult
to interpret. However, we assert this does not ultimately make
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it any less useful, e.g., computationally, but manual analysis
may be more difficult.
The second ground distance explored is based on Hullermeier’s extended Jaccard measure [23]. While Hullermeier
used it to compare two fuzzy partitions, we investigate its
inclusion as a ground distance with respect to two cluster
profiles, Ũi and Ṽj . Let
1
|uik − uiz | ,
(23)
2
be an equivalence relation on X [23] with respect to cluster
Ũi (similar definition EṼj (xk , xz ) with respect to cluster Ṽj ).
Next, with respect to clusters Ũi and Ṽj , let
EŨi (xk , xz ) = 1 −

a=

n−1
X

n
X

(1 − EŨi (xk , xz ) − EṼj (xk , xz ) )

arraying of multiple label vectors). We aggregate the EMD
scores in order to acquire a distance between partitions. While
our approach is not in the theme of prior signature form work,
we argue that our approach is mathematically and conceptually
valid, provides a greater degree of flexibility and it includes
all of the uncertainty at each calculation. The OWA-based [30]
distance between two partitions (clusterings) is defined as

dCP EM D (U, V ) =

n
X

wk EM D(Û(k) , V̂(k) ),

(30)

k=1

where wk is the k th OWA weight,
been sorted so that

Pn

k=1

wk = 1, and X has

EM D(Û(1) , V̂(1) ) > ... > EM D(Û(n) , V̂(n) ).

(31)

k=1 z=k+1

b=

n−1
X

n
X

EŨi (xk , xz )EṼj (xk , xz ),

(24)

However, additional information is available in our setting,
particularly the partition matrix. We use an OWA re-ordering
based on the significance (membership) of each data point,

max(EŨi (xk , xz ) − EṼj (xk , xz ), 0),

(25)

max(Ū(1) , V̄(1) ) > ... > max(Ū(n) , V̄(n) ),

(32)

max(EṼj (xk , xz ) − EŨi (xk , xz ), 0),

(26)

Ūk = maxi=1,...,c uik ,

(33)

V̄k = maxj=1,...,r vjk .

(34)

k=1 z=k+1

c=

n−1
X

n
X

k=1 z=k+1

be measures of concordance (a) and discordance (b and c).
The familiar (similarity) Jaccard measure (also known as the
Tanimoto coefficient) is
a
.
a+b+c
Herein, we measure cluster distance according to

(27)

a
.
(28)
a+b+c
Thus, for both the LP -norm and the Jaccard, the more similar
two clusters, the less work it takes to move earth in the
EMD. The ground distance is therefore either D = [dij ] =
dJaccard (Ũi , Ṽj ) or D = [dij ] = dLP (Ũi , Ṽj ). Note, if D is
a metric and h and g have equal mass, the EMD is a metric
[29], thus
dJaccard (Ũi , Ṽj ) = 1 −

•
•
•
•

(symmetry) EM D(h, g) = EM D(g, h),
(separation) EM D(h, g) = 0 iff h = g,
(reflexivity) EM D(h, h) = 0.
(triangular inequality) EM D(h, g) ≤ EM D(h, z) +
EM D(z, g),

The EMD, with respect to xk , clusterings U and V and ground
distance D is
EM D(h = Ûk , g = V̂k ).

(29)

As already noted, Equation 29 is with respect to a single
data point (two label vectors), not two partition matrices (the

This OWA formulation is extremely flexible as it can model a
wide range of different concepts. The OWA can produce many
familiar order statistics, e.g., mean (w
~ = [1/n, ..., 1/n]T ),
median (w
~ = [0, ..., 1, ..., 0]T ), max (w
~ = [1, 0, ..., 0]T ), min
(w
~ = [0, ..., 1]T ), etc. The OWA has been used a number of
times to represent linguistic concepts as well, such as soft max,
e.g., w
~ = [0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.1, 0, ..., 0]T . The point is, an OWA
offers a great deal of freedom in calculating the final distance.
For example, a soft max OWA weighting scheme would place
emphasis on data points with strong support in one or both of
the clusterings. This allows one to call two clusterings similar
if most points that cluster well are similar. One can base this
calculation on percentiles, an exponential decay function, etc.
While many attempt to explicitly identify and remove noise
from data or lessen their effect within a clustering algorithm,
an OWA weight selection such as soft max is a graceful way
of addressing robustness at the comparing partitions level.
Note, Ûk and V̂k have the same mass for the sets of crisp,
fuzzy and probabilistic. That is, the membership of an element
to all clusters is required, by definition, to sum to 1 (Equation
2). In the case of possibilistic partitions, this is not guaranteed.
Thus, for crisp, fuzzy and probabilistic, dCP EM D is a metric
between partitions, sum of individual EM D(h = Ûk , g = V̂k )
metric calculations, for the case of LP -norm and also for the
Jaccard as long as the stated normal condition is met. For
the case of possibilistic, dCP EM D is not guaranteed to (and
is expected to most often not be) be metric regardless of the
ground distance, it depends on the terminal partition matrix.
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V. C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY
This section is a computational complexity analysis of the
proposed work in comparison to [1, 37, 36, 23]. The optimal
transportation distance between two point sets of cardinality
at most L can be computed in worst case time O(L3 log(L))
time (Orlin’s algorithm) [39]. Rubner [29] used the transportation simplex, which has complexity O(L3 )-O(L4 ). In [39],
Sameer and Jacobs showed an approximate technique, based
on wavelets, that runs in linear time, O(L). Our following
analysis is based on Sameer’s approximation. Note, in our
procedure, L is with respect to the number of clusters. In the
work of Coen, L is with respect to both the number of clusters
and also the (varying) number of data points in a cluster (so
on the order of n). In the work of Zhou, L is with respect to
the number of clusters.
Let |X| = n, c is the number of clusters in clustering 1,
U , and r is the number of clusters in clustering 2, V . Below,
we assume r ≤ c. However, if c < r, U and V can simply be
swapped without loss of generality. Our approach involves n
EMD calculations. For an LP -norm, e.g., P = 2 (Euclidean),
on a vector of length n, the cost is 3n. With respect to
Hullermeier’s extended Jaccard, one must first calculate the
pair-wise EŨi (xk , xz ) and EṼj (xk , xz ) terms, a cost, per
cluster pair, of 4n(n − 1). The concordant and discordant
. The ground
term cost, i.e., a, b, c, per cluster pair is 9 n(n−1)
2
distance is a (r × c) matrix, requiring rc − r(r−1)
distance
2
calculations. For the LP -norm, the ground distance matrix
cost is 3n(rc − r(r−1)
) and the cost of the soft Jaccard is
2
n(n−1)
(9 2 + 4n(n − 1))(rc − r(r−1)
).
2
Our method uses an OWA, which requires sorting. A
common sorting method is the mergesort algorithm, which has
a worst cost case of O(nlog(n)). The OWA also requires n
multiplications and (n − 1) additions. In total, with respect to
the linear time Sameer wavelet EMD approach, the LP -norm
has a cost of O(3n(rc− r(r−1)
)+nL+nlog(n)+2n−1) and a
2
r(r−1)
cost of O((9 n(n−1)
+4n(n−1))(rc−
)+nL+nlog(n)+
2
2
2n − 1) for the soft Jaccard. Note, the n EMD calculations
can be calculated in parallel as they are independent of each
other.
In [36], Coen et al. put forth a cluster distance and clustering distance, each of which are based on solutions for
the transportation problem. It is not possible to put forth
a single computational complexity for their procedure since
their distance between clusters depends on how many data
points are in each cluster. In general, their cost is on the
order O(3d n(n−1)
+ (rc − r(r−1)
)Ln + Lc ), where d is the
2
2
feature space dimensionality, Ln (dependent on n) is the linear
time complexity associated with their cluster cost and Lc
(dependent on c) is the linear time complexity with respect to
the clustering distance. Specifically, the term Ln is expected
to be the largest and dominate their calculation. In [37], Zhou
et al. use an LP -norm (specifically P = 1) and the Mallow’s
distance. The cost of the L1 -norm is 3n − 1 and their overall
complexity is on the order of O((rc − r(r−1)
)(3n − 1) + Lc ).
2
In addition, the complexity of our prior soft Rand approach
is O(2rcn + 3rc) [1] and the complexity of Hullermeier’s
2
2
fuzzy Rand [34] is O( 3rn +3cn 2−3rn−3cn + 5) [1]. In closing,

our computational complexity, with respect to the LP -norm,
is similar to that of Coen, Zhou and our prior soft Rand. However, the use of the extended Jaccard moves our computational
complexity above that of Hullermier’s fuzzy Rand.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this section, we switch from mathematical analysis to
experimental validation. As noted by Hullermeier [23], experimental comparison of comparing clusterings methods is not
trivial. We begin by studying a simple, but important, fuzzy
case put forth by Hullermeier in [34]. Second, we investigate
how each method performs with respect to a sequence of
fuzzy partitions with a natural linear order. Last, we explore
the impact of co-incident clusters and noise in possibilistic
clustering on a comparing clusterings approach.
A. Case 1: (Simple) fuzzy case put forth by Hullermeier [34]
In this first example, we consider a specific (simple) numeric fuzzy case, Figure 1, put forth by Hullermeier [34].
Specifically, let U 1 be a 2 × 14 partition with a soft transition
between its two clusters. The question is, what is the distance
(or similarity) of this partition to itself? In Campello’s [32],
Frigui’s [33], as well as our previous soft Rand approach [1],
a similarity value of s(U 1, U 1) < 1 is produced. However,
Hullermeier’s fuzzy Rand assigns a value of 1 (note, U 1 is a
normal partition). With respect to the method proposed here,
we obtain a (correct) value of dCP EM D (U 1, U 1) = 0 for both
the LP -norm and soft Jaccard ground distance.
B. Case 2: Sequence of fuzzy partitions [23]
In this second experiment, we perform a similar analysis
to another experiment put forth by Hullermeier in [23]. We
generate a sequence of fuzzy partitions, (P1 , ..., PM ), with
a so-called natural linear order. The assumption is that the
closer index i is to index j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M , the more similar
the partitions should be. As in [23], we generate a sequence of
partitions using the FCM algorithm (Matlab’s implementation)
for the cases of {c = 2, c = 3, ..., c = 8} (7 clusterings). We
synthetically generated 4 Gaussian clouds with 100 samples
per cloud. The means of the Gaussians are [16, 80]T , [10, 20]T ,
[70, 20]T , and [64, 70]T , and the standard deviation is 10.
Figure 2(a)-(d) is four scatter plots of this data set and
the location of the FCM algorithm terminal prototypes for
c = {5, 6, 7, 8}. Figure 3 is an illustration of this experiments
results. Graphical results are provided, versus a numeric table,
because it is easier as such to visually observe the trends.
In Figure 3, each matrix has been normalized between its
minimum and maximum for visualization. It is the trends
of the relative distances that we analyze herein. That is, we
are interested in how these distances respond relative to each
other and we want to make sure that d(Pi , Pj ) ≤ d(Pi , Pk )
for ∀ |i − j| ≤ |i − k|. We used an LP -norm and a soft
max OWA weighting scheme. Specifically, the weights are
generated by an exponential
Pndecay function, wi = yi /τ , where
1
yi = e(−i/( 4 n)) and τ = i yi .
In [23], more significant differences were observed between
the Hullermeier’s fuzzy Rand, our prior soft Rand, Campello’s
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Fig. 1. (Simple) numeric fuzzy 2 × 14 partition with a soft transition put forth by Hullermeier in [34]. Note, the x-axis is the data point index, i is the
index of xi , and y-axis is the membership degree.

index and Runkler’s index. However, Figure 3 shows that the
three methods explored herein behave in very similar respects
for a sequence of fuzzy partitions. Each index was designed
for the family of fuzzy partitions. Note, Zhou’s method was
designed for probabilistic clustering, but the sets of fuzzy and
probabilistic share the same label vector and partition matrix
definitions (Equations 2 and 6). Overall, no method performs
extraordinarily poor or exhibit behavior that warrants concern.
The big difference is the numeric scale at which these indices
operate (which is range compressed in Figure 3).
C. Case 3: Impact of noise and co-incident clusters in possibilistic partitions
In this sub-section, we focus on possibilistic partitions.
We investigate two phenomenon, noisy data and co-incident
clusters. Noise is a common and difficult problem that plagues
clustering algorithms and potentially comparing clusterings
methods. As discussed above, noise affects Coen and Zhou’s
method’s as a result of hardening and their crisp (harsh) weight
assignments. Ideally, noisy data points are assigned little-to-no
membership. In crisp, fuzzy and probabilistic partitions,
noise
Pc
is extremely problematic due to the constraint i=1 uik = 1.
The family of possibilistic partitions, and subsequently algorithms, provide a way to represent and identify such caveats
in data.
Before proceeding, one must define what is meant by coincident clusters. For example, consider the FCM algorithm.
If the data actually contains c clusters and a user specifies
c + α (α > 1), the FCM will do as told and partition the data
accordingly. However, while two or more prototypes might
reside in the same cluster, they do not represent the same
cluster. That is, algorithms such as the FCM split clusters.
Our working definition of co-incident clusters is based on the
partition matrix. If two clusters are co-incident, we require that
they have near identical row vectors.
The experiments in this section are based on partitions
U 2-U 7 (Figure 4). Numeric cases are investigated versus
larger synthetic data sets in which it is hard to isolate the
problematic numeric nuances. The problems discussed in

this section only compound for larger data set sizes. Figure
5 is an illustration of the resulting dissimilarity matrices.
In the case of Hullermeier (similarity index s), we use the
common transformation 1 − s to produce a dissimilarity value
to simplify the comparison process. Also, as before, we scale
the resulting matrices between minimum and maximum.
Case 3(a): Self-similarity, noise and matrix hardening
First, as expected, the diagonals are all 0’s. Second,
consider partitions U 2 and U 3. The only difference between
these partitions is an insignificant value of 0.00001 with
respect to x1 . However, while these membership values are
tiny, as is their difference, the cluster assignment changes after
hardening. As a result, Zhou’s weight assignment changes
from [wc1 = 4/6, wc2 = 3/6]T to [wc1 = 3/6, wc2 = 4/6]T .
Also, x1 with u21,1 = 0.00002 contributes to the same degree
as x2 , which has a much larger maximum membership value
of u21,2 = 1. Figure 5(c) shows that Zhou’s method is the
most sensitive of the set explored. Note, with respect to our
soft max OWA weighting, x1 has the lowest membership. Data
point x1 is therefore associated with a (tiny) OWA weight of
w6 = 0.0144. This makes it’s contribution little-to-nothing to
the final clustering distance. While this problem compounds
for Zhou with respect to more data points, it is mitigated in
part using our OWA strategy.
Case 3(b): Co-incident clusters
Consider partitions U 4 (c1 and c3 are co-incident in actual
cluster 1) and U 5. Note, for sake of argument, we consider U 5
to be the reference partition since it contains no co-incident
clusters and it has just one (algorithmically) identified cluster
in each actual cluster. Our approach, for both ground distances,
reports no difference between these clusterings. Zhou’s method
agrees with our findings. While the matrices U 4 and U 5
are different, even after re-permutation, one can argue that
these are very similar, if not the same, clusterings. However,
Hullermeier’s fuzzy Rand reports that these are dissimilar
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(a) Prototype locations for FCM with c = 5

(b) Prototype locations for FCM with c = 6

(c) Prototype locations for FCM with c = 7

(d) Prototype locations for FCM with c = 8

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of our case 2 data set (four Gaussian’s) clustered at different values of c using the FCM algorithm. Red circles are the Gaussian means
and green circles are the FCM prototype locations.

clusterings.
Second, consider partition U 7, in which {c1 , c3 , c5 } are coincident, as are {c2 , c4 , c6 }. Our method, again with respect to
both ground distances, calls clustering U 7 the same as clusterings U 4 and U 5. Zhou agrees with our decision once again
while Hullermeier’s index calls these clusterings different.
Third, consider U 6. It is the most interesting case because
each index assigns a different value and it is the most
revealing in terms of how these methods really differ. As
expected, Hullermeier’s method considers each clustering
pair dissimilar. Zhou and our index perform similar in many
of the cases, however we disagree with respect to clusterings
U 6 and U 7. This case emphasizes the difference between our
approach and Zhou’s in terms of EMD formulation. While our
approach provides a flexible way to aggregate the comparison
of different clustering sub-structure and it is better equipped
to address noise, it is ultimately not as well-suited as Zhou’s
method to address a wide range of co-incident clusters. We
are robust to a number of co-incident cluster scenarios, but
it depends on the number and type of co-incident clusters
identified. This is a result of the fact that we compare per-data
point (column vectors), while Zhou compares per-cluster (per
row vectors). In the case of clusterings U 6 and U 7, we find
a value of 0 while Zhou finds a value greater than 0. We
assert that most people would (should) say that U 6 and U 7
are different because U 6 identified the first cluster but not the
second (again, assuming U 5 is the reference partition). Zhou

measures a distance greater than 0 because their comparison
is done per-cluster, while our per-data point comparison
is able to move all the mass (membership). However, it is
important to remark that a number of works exist to lessen
the effect of co-incident clusters in mode seeking algorithms,
such as the PCM algorithm, e.g., Timm et al. [40], Caceres
et al. [41], Yang et al. [42].
Case 3(c): Extended Jaccard as ground distance
Last, we explore the impact of using the extended Jaccard
as the ground distance. Note, the sub-matrix for U 4-U 7 is
effectively the same distance. While the extended Jaccard, a
measure of overlap, may perform arguably well for the sets
of crisp, probabilistic and fuzzy, for the case of possibilistic
it is very optimistic in terms of what types of clusterings
it considers similar. However, we do note that the extended
Jaccard is not as sensitive, in terms of the number of data
points in each cluster, as the LP -norm. Also, as discussed in
[23], the extended Jaccard is a metric for the case of normal
partitions.
In closing, we find it important to remark on the following.
We elected, for the reasons discussed above, to not make use of
information from X. However, we understand and acknowledge Coen’s desire to include such information. If it makes
sense to include such information for a given application, one
can use it in our framework. For example, one can use Coen’s
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(a) Anderson et al. (this article)

(b) Hullermeier et al. fuzzy Rand
(reported as 1 − s)

(c) Zhou et al. approach

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the dissimilarity matrices for the comparison of a sequence of fuzzy partitions with a so-called natural linear order. Each
matrix has been normalized between its minimum and maximum to assist visual analysis. Index 1 is partition U 2, 2 is U 3, etc. Hullermeier’s index is
converted into a distance using 1 − s.

transportation problem-based approach for cluster distance as
our ground distance. This is a further demonstration of the
flexibility of our formulation.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In summary, we put forth a new flexible framework for
comparing soft partitions using the EMD and OWA. The
proposed method is a metric, depending on the ground distance, for all but possibilistic partitions. It is extremely flexible
due to its EMD formulation, OWA aggregation and abstract
concept of ground distance. In theory, our method is agnostic
to the type (uncertainty) of soft partition, clustering algorithm,
distance measure used in the clustering algorithm(s) and it is
applicable to the clustering of both object and relational data.
Validation is performed theoretically, experimentally, and also
in terms of computational complexity. Emphasis is placed on
the set of possibilistic partitions, specifically noise and coincident clusters, important cases that have received little-tono attention to date in the comparing clusterings literature.
We show improvement in terms of metric properties and
computational complexity over existing concordance / discordance approaches (e.g., soft Rand and Jaccard) and improved
design and robustness to existing transportation problem based
approaches (i.e., Coen and Zhou).
Future work includes the exploration of different ground
distances. In addition, we will also explore how to remove
some of the observed sensitivity to the specific number and
type of co-incident clusters. Investigation into a new way to
formulate a ground distance based on the combined knowledge
of U and X will also be conducted.
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